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S~ary
Fer the steam oooled fast breeder reaetor D-1 the cptimization
cf the loeation and management of the control elements i8 per-
formed in a first step.
With one-dimensional diffusion eode ealculations those loeations
of one and two rings of control and safety elements are deter-
mined which will result in the maximum shutdown reactivity.
Perturbation theory provides an expression to calculate the
control rod worth of two rings of absorber elements using the
results of the calculations for two single rings.
For the 9Et~~~ ~~~g radii of two ~i~g~ Qf QQ~t~Ql ~l?m?nt~
that procedure of inserting some control rods a oertain depth
is determined which maintains the reactor critical with the
most favourable power distribution. These calculations are
done in two-dimensional (r-z) and (r-e) geometries.
To show the effect of homogenization of the absorber material
in a cylindrical ring, some (r-e) calculations were performed
indicating the influence of the absorber rod perimeter on the
reactivity worth of the rods.
The calculations were performed with the Karlsruhe Nuclear
Program System NUSYS.
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List of Symbols Used
= Volume fractionof coolant
ß Volume fraction of cladqing and structural mater~al
: Volume fraction of fuel
GU Volume fraction of absorber material
abs
p : Density ( gr/cm3 )
a = Microscopic cross section ( cm2 )
a* == Integral microscopic capture rate =JC a (E)~(E)dEE 0
·.c·_,_ -, .._ ·_·,.._.c_ __ . __.. __ ,.., _
-_.... __ ...._-_ .. __ ...._._._---_._-
== Number of neutrons produced per fission
== Macroscopic cross section ( cm-1)
~i = Neutron flux in energy group i
~ = Neutron flux ( vector or variable ). ( n cm2 seö1 )
~ : Adjoint flux in energy group i
~ == Adjoint flux ( vector or variable )
cj* == Neutron fission weight = .f.. ~+(EJX.(E)dE
E
== Product of flux ~ and adjoint flux ~=JC~~dE
E
e == AzimuthaI angle ( angular coordinate )
I(i Fission source distribution
i=G
== Sum rJ ~
i=l i i
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== Indice s for energy groups. 1 ~ i, j -$ G.
== Effective multiplication constant
.ök == Reactivity change or reactivity worth of eontrol elements
p = Fission density =1: Ef~dE ( fissions/cm3 see )
E
A
P
-
:P
= Maximum fission density
Average fission density
( fissions/cm3 sec )
( fissions/em3 sec )
r = Radial coordinate. ( cm )
y == Ratio cf volume fraction cf fertile material io the
volume fraction of fissile material _ U238+Pu240+Pu242
- U235+Pu239+Pu241
D. = Diffusion ccefficient in energy grcup i
J.
D = Thickness of cylindrical ring. ( om )
E Neutron energy ( eV )
G = Total number of energy groups
H = Active absorber length of a control rod ( cm )
M+ == Transpose of matrix M
N == Number of control elements in a ring of control elements
R = Radius of a ring cf control elements ( em )
v = Volums cf a reactor zone ( cm3 )
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1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose of the Study
The study, which is described in this report, is based on. the
design criteria of the steam cooled fast breeder D-1 L1J and
deals with the problem of control rod optimization in this fast
power reactor.
The purpose of this study is twofold. Primarily, we will try
to find that spatial distribution of the 18 control elements
that provides the maximal shut - down reactivity. These calcu-
lations will be done in a one-dimensional geometry only, mainly
for reasons of consumption of computing time. The main aim of
this study i8 not te determ±ne the absolute values of the shut-
down reactivity of the control rods, but to show the relative
tendencies and to give a physical insight inte the problems and
results.
culations to find that management of partially inserted control
rads which will bring an unperturbed reactor of given excess
reactivity down to criticality and, in addition, will allow the
maximum power output to be reached. In this way this study also
contributes to the design and operating optimization.
1.2 Description of the Core Structure and Control Elements
The cylindrical reactor with an equivalent diameter of 339 om
is loaded with 301 hexagonal elements. The core consists of two
concentric fission regions (zone land 11) a radial blanket
(zone 111) and an upper and lower blanket.
Fig. 1.1 shows the dimensions of the core structure and Table 1.1
gives the volume fractions and some important data for the reactor
cell in several reactor regions.
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Fig. 1.1
Cere Structure
a. Inner fission region
(Zone I)
b. Outer fission regien
(Zone 11)
c. Radial blanket (Zone Irr)
d. Lower axial blanket
e. Upper axial blanket
f. Gas plenum
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The movable control rods are located within special contral
elements. (see Fig. 1.2). The control elements are of the same
geometric shape as the normal fuel elements. Therefore, they
may be placed in any position in the core instead of a fuel
element. The reactor design provides for 18 control elements.
This number of contral elements allows their being distributed
in such a way over the reactor that the neutronflux and power
peakings can be kept small.
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Table 1.1
Zone I Zons nl
I
- .. ~ ..
Zone III Upper
blanket
Lower
blanket
131.5
35
133
18:1
0.168
Ineonel 625
8.44 g/cm3
0.198
0.322
1~0 181
169.5 131 .5
220 35
169 469
Q~576
0.183
0.241
Incoloy
\
800
,8.01 g/cm~
93
131.5
150
I
I0.322
Inconel 62~
8.44 g/cm
\
88
9.32 7.34 143.7 43.7 43-7
74/2~.7/2.3/11100/0/0/°
1
100/0/0/0 100/0/0/0
27,500 127 ,500 0' 0 0
0.0706 0.0706 0.100 0.0994 0.0503
o•198 0.198 .
o. 480 I o. 480
91.5
150
0·310 0.310
I II ..1
I 0.220 0.220
1 I
0.308 0.308 I I
I0.162 0.162
I
300 300 I
I
19 19 II
10.03a / o 12 .40a /0 1.85a / o 1.85a /0 1 .85a /0
0 a/o 0 a/o 0.004 0.004 0.004a /0
Number of elements
Number of fuel pine
per fuel element 469
Volume fractions
per fuel element
a = fraetion of
eoolant 0.322
ß = fraetion of
struet. mat.
and eladding
W = fraetion of
fuel
ß =: fraction cf
Volume fraetions
per control element
a = fraetion of
eoolant
Equivalent outer
radius (em)
Height (em)
and cladding
w = fraction of
fuel
0)= fraction of
abs absorber mate
Number of fuel pins
per control element
Number of absorber
pins per contra el.
Fuel enrichment
(Pu9+Pu1)/(Pu+U) tot
U-composition U5/U 8
8 ° 2U +Pu +Pu v/
Y U5+Pu9+Pul 0
Pu-composition a/
Pu9/PuO/Pul/Pu2 .0
Burn-up(M\VD/tonne)
Steamdensity (g/cm3 )
(average)
Struet. material
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The effactive neutron absorber material i9 B4C. The lower part
of the absorber rods, which is filled with A1203,is the folIower
to retain the same coolant fraotion if the contral rods are
withdrawn. The heliumgas released in the B10(n,a) Li7-process
will be stored in the free volumes of the porous oarbide.
In the engineering design of a reactor it is not possible to
arrange the absorber elements arbitrarily close to each other,
because the dimensions of the contral rod drive system will
limit the minimum distance between two adjacent absorber
elements.
In general, however, the minimum pitch of two adjacent absorber
elements will be about 20 - 30 em.
The croes seetion of the control rod cluster i5 95 cm2 and the
~olume fraetions for the cluster componeRts are as folIows:
ec
"'"
fraction --"" coolant = 0.27VJ.
B = fraetion of eladding and struetural material = 0.22
w = fraction of absorber material 0.51
abs
In this study we take the following data for the absorber
material:
absorber material
:s10 enrichment
absorber density
... B4C
... 20 %(B10jB11=20/eo, natural boron)
= 2.50 gr / cm3
follower material A12 03
cladding + structural material Inconel 625
effective absorber length = 100 om
Fig. 1.2
1 .6em
Control Element
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~300 positions for
fuel pins
absorber pins
1.3 Methods of Calculation
All reactor caleulations are based on multi-group diffusion codes
for homogeneous reactor regions. These computer codes are part of
the "Karlsruhe Nuclear Programm System NUSYS".
The multigroup diffusion equations have the form
_]).(r)·v2~.(r)+2: (r)~.(r)
~ ~ . ~
rem,~
;(i
:= Sum L (r)0'.(r) + - Sum.J Lf .(r)0'J.(r)jf'i j-) i J keff j j J
i,j = indices of the energy groups :=
= 1,2,3,---,G beginning at high energies
G number cf energy groups
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L: •
rem,~
L: • •J-> ~
neutron removal cross section from group i ..
Z I:
a,i + Sum L: • •rem,i j> ~ ~-> J
= neutron scattering cross seetion from group j into
group i
Di = neutron diffusion coefficient
0i neutron flux in group i
)(i = fission source distribution
S~~Ef.0j = fission source
J J J
For the cross sections used in the NUSYS system, which are
constan~in eaeh energy group, a slightly modified ABN-set is
ll~ed.... 'J:lle energetic self...shielding Qfth_e _resonances__is taken
into aecount by a subprogramm of NUSYS (program 00446). The
evaluation code of lWSYS (00447) enables us to caleulate the
integral fission and capture rates (h I:f}tdE and .J;, L:c~dE )
for each desired isotope as function of the position in the
r;eahtor··of ·integra~ea····over···i;he··vorumeco·:feacE··mai;erlar--zone c•
For the two-dimensional caleulations a oondensation of the
26-group set into a 5-group set is neeessary .. For the two-
dimensional calculations the DIXY program 00940 and the evalu-
ation program 01029 are used.
2. One-Dimensional Calculations
In the one-dimensional calculations for the cylindrical reactor
we eliminate the axial and angular coorilinates.
In this one-dimensional cylindricalgeometry t::te contral elements,
which are parallel to the axial z-axis and located on 1 or 2
rings with the II radius ll R, are assumed to be smeared-out to cylin-
drical rings having the same mass of absorber material. Besides,
it is possibly only to study fully inserted and completely with-
drawn control rings.
Partially inserted control rings can be studied only in the two-
dimensional (r-z) geometry.
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The "radius ll R of the ring is taken as half of the average of
the outer and inner diameter cf the ring.
Before the study of the inserted and wi~hdrawn control rings
it is of interest to know some characteristics of the unper-
turbed reactor. We will define here the unperturbed reactor as
the reactor in which the control elements are replaced by nor-
mal fuel elements.
We will use the results of the unperturbed reactor as reference
data.
The result of the volume-integrated capture rate cf BiO as a
function of't-heneutron energyfor-the unperturbed reactoris
given in Fig. 2.1.
The power distribution and the microscopic capture rate cf the
10
strong neutron absorber Bas function cf the radius will be
For some numerical results cf the unperturbed reactor see
Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Numerical Data cf the Unperturbed Reactor
Zone
I
II
III
i VolumeIper cm
\ height
I
i 2.6302
\ 2.8023
I3.5933
(C~3)~1~Zf~dEdVI,' M~xi~um !
cO ... e '(f" flsSlon A IlSSlons d . t)1 enSl y 11 'i er sec II. p. . (fiss/cm3sec)
!0.50353 I' 2.0092 155
I 0.44462 ,2.1135 1Ö5
\ 0.05185 13.4070 1Ö6
Average I' Power
fission factcr
- ,dens i ty P I /\ r.::.
(fiss/cm3s ecl p/p
1.914 10-5 1.045
1.587 10-5 1.332
1.442 10-6 2.360
!
I+II I5-.4325 104
I
I
I+II+IIII 9.0258 104
!
i
10.94815
11.00000
1.210
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2.1 Effectivenessof One Ring of C~~ntrol Elements
To determine the effectiveness of a ring of control elements it
is not sufficient to multiply the~k(r) of a single rod with the
number of elements. In the case of multiple control elements, the
influence of one rod on the adjacent rads must be considered
(mutual shielding or shadowing and flux deformation).
It is known that, with one rod inserted, the flux adjaeent to
the inserted rod is depressed and the flux elsewhere must be
higher to maintain the same integral fission rate. If more rods
are close together, they will shadow eachother, that is, each
rod finds itself partially in the flux depression caused by the
other rods, so it absorbs fewer neutrons than it would de in the
absence of the ether rods. If the rod separation inc:teases, eaeh
rod finds itself in the flux peak whieh occurs beyond the depres-
sion and eaeh red therefore absorbs more neutrons than it would
de in the absence of the other rods. However, if we insert the
rod too far from tne center axis of the core, the effectiveness
decreases rapidly, since the flux decreases and disappears at
the boundary ofthe reactor. So, there exists an optimum loeation
of the control rod rings in the reactor.
Table 2.2 contributes same numerical values of the one-dimensional
one-ring calculations.
Fig. 2.2 indicates the computed reactivity worth per control
element as a function of the radius of the cylindrical absorber
ring.
The parameter N is the number of control elements in the ring.
For higher numbers of N the optimum radius vf the ring increases
slightly and the reactivity worth per element decreases. This can
be explained as foliows:
If for a certain radius of the ring the number of elements in the
ring increases, the absorber density increases. (In the actual
setup the distance between two control elements will become smaller.)
So, shadowing or self-shielding will be stronger for a larger number
of control elements. Therefore, the effectiveness for each rod
will decrease if the number of contral elements in the ring is
increased.
Table 2.2 Numerieal Data of the Oneli-Dimens'ional One-;Ring Problem
.....
f'\)
A } JfridEdV "p != r 0dE PI +III+II f ~ax I,II
--~) zone III P I +II
2.30:701 10- 5 6.20910- 2 1.339
2.19'18510- 5 6.03710- 2 1.269
2.41:69910- 5 5037°10-2 1·389
2.53:53210-5 4.96510- 2 1.451
2.42117810-5 4.63810-2 1.380
2.33;75410-5 6.19610- 2 1.355
2.39:17610-5 6.67910- 2 1•.392
2.25'29010- 5 6.63010- 2 1.307
2.36b1010-5 6.14110-2 1•.367
2.8195610-5
,
5.39510- 2 1.620.
3.0076510-5 4. 69410- 2 1.715
2.77119810- 5 4. 16710-2 1.570
2.36h2810-5 6.30910- 2 10370
2.44P9510-5 6.95910- 2 1.427
2.3137910-5 7. 07110-2 1. :353
2.4798710-5 6.46510- 2 1.441
3.1682310-5 5.39210- 2 1.820
3.441 2310-5 4.40210-2 1.958
3.06~9210-5 3.76810-2 1.'730
.
2.5756810-5 6.74010-2 1.499
3. 42l1- 2810-5 5.44210-2 1.970
3.8182210-5 4.1 2310-2 2.165
3.3100010-5 3.42810-2 1.864
-
v
B4
10
N R ~ff(Al203) ~ff(B4C) .6.k fJr~ 0dEd(ern) Vabs ring (
3 43. 1.02805 1.01322 0.01483 4.4708810-~~
64.5 1.02806 1.00882 0.01924 5.825 2610-2~
75.25
86. 1.02827 1.00887 0.01940 6.1278110-2~
97. 1.02793 1.01099 0.01694 5.5238010-2
111 .5 1.02865 1.01734 0.01131 4.4557710- 2!
6 21.5 1.02630 1.01 593 0.01037 3.6406310-2
43· 1.02601 1.00662 0.01939 6.1173210-2
64.5 1.02600 0.99638 0.02962 9.1641110-21
75.25 1.02608 0.99368 0.03240 1.0242010-1
86. 1.02629 0.99463 0.03166 1.03461 10-1
97. 1.02559 0·99842 0.02717 9.3451010-2
111.5 1.02712 1.00910 0.01802 7.4857310- 2
9 21.5 1.02479 1.01452 0.01027 3.9588910-2
43. 1.02413 1.00300 0.02113 6.9878910-~
64.5 1.02395 0·98808 0.03587 1.1351110- 1
75.25 1.02408 0.98309 0.04099 1.3216810-1
86. 1.02436 0·98418 0'.04018 1.3557010-1
97· 1.02336 0.98976 0.03360 1.2137510- 1
111 .5 1.02564 1.00339 0.02225 9.6901710-~
12 75.25 1.02207 0.97480 0.04727 1.5520710-1
86. 1.02249 0.97624 0.04625 1.61 05310- 1
97. 1.02117 0·98350 0.03767 1.4261510-1
111.5 1.02417 0·99921 0.02496 1.1350810-1
75 cm
(, t2 co~,..
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homcgen:i·~~.--d ab s_orb er, xi+1.g··( dec.re,ase._si _viith increas ing radiu..s'- of:; .~~-'
>.". - -".- -~ ~ • .. -- . - .- ,. . '. ,'-' ... -' " .. ". ~.' -:
the absorber;;:'ing, keecpi,ng, ,the<tJrickness of· thering;constant.
---"., ,--- c"'- :. l •.' - ,," '"
For this reason, the optimum radius will shift to higher values
wi th inc,reas,ingnumber/;of elemellts in,ii:he ring.
'!..!.
Fig. 2.2 shows that the optimum radius changed from R =
( 3cq-ntrol. elements in ·the absorber .ring) to R '7 80 pm
" ' ,.'.'.
tr@-l;elementsin.th~abs,orber riP:·g) .. The,. calculatio,l1,s are: d(jn~.
... r~
for a ringthi~~ness of. 1-1 cm. ,Th~, ring .thickness is about tpe
:·,~·_:;;.:t
same asthe diameter of, one ,absorber pin cluster. The homoge-
neous ringiconsists cf fuel, coolant, cladding andstructural <d:
material, and absorber materip.l with volume fractions which;"are .
. -. Y:D ~;~.w
modificatinns ofthose shownin Table 1.1,huLinsuchaway-
that:thec,tOta::Labsorper-mate:dal ina rir;gwilLbe constant and;
independentof the ab,sorber ring radius~::r
,","!.f"':."
2.2 Capture'Rateof B10:.an4.·Power Distribution for OneAbsorber Ring
']<;> ,s\tudy::tihe',effect .,ofthe.ne.utmon absQrtJ.tion~in,~B~Z~.wecalc>ulate..
- " , ' ""', ~" " "u " ' ..
the ill"tegralnric"rosoopiccap:t-~rera.;t-e a*{ 1') =h 0~ (E., r )0'(:E,;r- )dE
E
as a function of the position in th,e reactor.·i'
As expected we find adepression of the capture rate near the
absorber ring and elsewhere the capture rate,'ca\n-even b.e higher .
. - __;:';·"~-:!·l-::);: __ :,'.:-~ •. ,_~ ; ..:.;_':"':~_~ :.." " .._:.....-_
than in the unperturbed case because of the normalization which
provides no change in t4:~::;~?~aJ,.powe:r;. As weo 11V:ilJ..: see:~inChap~;-.
t 2 3 1 th d 1
..::\, f th t"- . 't'" "f·" E'10 .,. ...,,-_. . .. -
er • • ,. era ia d!3pertuience' 6 e cap,ure r-~ 13',0 '. .J..EF.
a quant i ty to determine approximately the e.ffectiveness6k ,in
the case of two rings of absorber elements.
If we take the example of the ring radius R := 43.0 cm (Figo2.3)
x·· ~._-
we see tha t the capture rate 0~- near the boundary of zone land
zone 'II ds higher than for the unperturbed reactor (wlth N := 0).
The irtcrease in the oapture rate in the blanket zonea't the oore-·
blanketinterface is due to the spectrum softening and.the higll
absorption d:fOssseotion of B10 in the low neutron ehergy range.
For higher values of the ring radius (for example R := 97.0 in
Fig. 2.4) we see that the capture rate 0~ in Zone 11 will be lower
than for the unperturbed reactor.
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The analogous arguments as f(}'!." the flux depression and the <flux
increase eanbe applied to the power distribution; See Fig. 2.5
and Fig. 2~6 which give the fission distribution, p "" L Lf9dE
as a funetiotl~:fthe radius. (p fissions/sec om3) E
Itwill be noted that the distributions are normalized to one
fission/sec over the complete reactor.
1\n integral quantity which charaeterizes theradial power distri-
bution is the radial power faetor piPe It is defined as the ratio
of radial peak to radial average fis.s.ion density in the core.
Forthe radial average fiss.ion densi ty we take the average value
of the density in zone I andzone II (we note that only about 5 %
'CYf th:e fissionsaecurs-inthe blankett.
ltis seen from Table 2.2 that the optimum power faetor (lowest
peak.... to-average ratio) appears for absorber rings with a radius
.af about 65 CID, which 18 not far from the ring radius with optimum
ring radius near the radius with optimum eJ:eorber effectiveness
the flux distribution will be mOre favourable and hence the power
distribution will be fairly good.
2.3 Two Rings cf Control Elements
2.3.1 Applicaticn of the Perturbation Theory
For the following we start from the multigroup diffusion equation
for a multiplying s.ystem.
-D.\? 20'.+2: 0'. "" Sum 2: ~.
:L ~ • ~ ./••• J
rem, ~ Jr~ Jry. ~
Ai
+-
keff
s~ (V.Lf ).0'j
J J
i,j are indices of energy groups, see Chapter 1.5. As usual, we
assume that the fission spectrum is independent of' energy of the
neutron which induces the fission. The normal boundary conditions
will be fulfilled. In operator form we write (1) as folltJws:
rem,i
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fi, 1\., VLf are vectors,
M is a matrix with the elements
2M.. "" - D. V + L
1.1. 1.
M.•
1.J
- L
j-> i
o
scalar product
Sum ())L f ) ·0·j J J
(j< i)
In the perturbation theory formalism we have to take the adjoint
flux ~+ and the adjoint operator M+. M+ is defined by
in which ~ and fare functions with the boundary condition that ~
and vanish at the ed of the
----------------------------
the solution of the adjoint equation
-D. V 2 W. + L tp = Sum L ~
1. ! 1. rem, i . i jli i-> j
In the matrix form we have from (4)
with M:. "" M..•
1.J J1.
The adjoint operator M+ is the transpose of the matrix M.
Equation (3) is satisfied by the solutions of (2) and (5).
Equation (5) can be written also as
(6)
where "': "" djYJi Ti·
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Now we write (2) and (6), respectively, for two different conditions
a and b of the system.
M cf = k 1 X <~Lf ,cf >
a a effa a a
(7) and (8) can be transformed into
(8)
The integration is done over the total volume of the react~r.
we obtain:.
dV =
(10)
Near criticality we can write
Ök = -J<~, J"Mrfa>dV+ k f< >\;x. >( dV Lf,rfa> dV
J<~:x.><>JLfa,rJa>dV
In this study we take con~ion ~ as the reactor with inserted B4C rods
and condffiion ~ as the reactor in which the control rods are withdrawn
and the A1 203 followers are used instead of B4C. This means that the
- 17 ...,
fission cross·sections are not changed, so (11) reduces to
(The influence of the change in resonance self - shielding can be
neglected).
We now examine the reactor with three types of control rod configu-
rations.
Configuration 1: Only one ring of Ni control elements at radius Rio
Configuration 2: Only one ring of N2 control elements at radius R2 0
Configuration 12: One ring of Ni control elements at radius R1 and
a second ring cf N2 control elements at radius R2 0
With the definition cf control rod effectiveness
we obtain from (12)
It is clear that the control rod regions are the only regions wh~re
the matrix elements will be perturbedo
- 18 -
With arearrangement of (13) (14) (15) we obtain in one-group theory:
(16 )
In this expression we have the following notations:
F12 = f< ~2Al;X><Vl:f12'~12B> dV
F1 == J / ~Al' J(, ><v2:f1 , y3iB > dV
"
F2 f < ~Al')()<v2:f2 , yt2B) dV
( ~~2Al) == average value of~Al R1
~~2Al
~Al over the control rods with radius R1 •
Withsxprsssion (.1..6.) .we .haveALformalism.... to ... obtai:n...tl'l.e.GQPj~rol .. rod
effectiveness of two rings of control elements if we know the rod
effectiveness of two systems with a single control ring. To obtain
a manageable formalism (it is very lengthy to calculate the F fac-
tor)1 we use the following approximation:
*) To confirm this approximation we have calculated the F-factors
for the configuration Ni = 6, N = 12.2
R1 21 ,5 R2 97
F1 0.980
F2 1.093
""
cm
""
cm F
12
= F12 '"
R1 '" 43 cm R2 97 cm
l_ 0.990 F2 _ 1.120F
12
- F
12
-
R1 64,5 R2 97
F1 0.917
F2 1.032
""
cm cm F
12
== F
12
==
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If we proceed from the result of one-group theory (Eq.(16» to multi-
group theory, it is evident to assume the following equivalenee:
(1i12B )~1B R
1
)
}
<~2Al (R i );x., (R1 »
<~Al (R i ) ,;( (R1)>
With these assumptions we obtain from (16)
in whieh:
~2Al(R1 ) ö~2B (R1)
li7Al (R1 ) (J 7B (R1)
}i~2Al (R2 ) Ci ~2B (R2 )
li~Al (R 2) (J ~B (R2)
neutron fission weight at position of
the control rod with radius R1 in the
configuration of two rings with
control rods withdrawn.
ete.
- r ri+)[ .
- J E }V1Al \.. dE neutron fission weight at position of
the eontrol rod with radius Ri in the
eonfiguration of one ring with
withdrawn rods.
eapture rate of BiO at the position of
the control rod with radius Ri in the
eonfiguration of two rings with
inserted rads.
capture rate of BiO at the position of
the control rod with radius R1 in the
configuration of one ring with inserted
rads.
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If we change the conditions ~ and b in (11) so that condition b is
the reactor with B4C rods inserted and condition ~ is the reactor
with control rods withdrawn (A1203 followers inserted), we obtain
a similar equation
~~2B(R1)
Llk =.6k
12 1 d= (R)
f'l1B 1
(J~2Al(R2)
(J~Al (R2)
(18 )
2.3.2 Effectiveness and Power Distribution fOT TwoRin~s
In this study we locate the 18 elements within two rings of control
elements. For reasons of symmetry we examine only the following two
possibilities:
a. Inner riJ:1g of 6 elements,
b. Inner ring of 9 element s,
outer ring of 12 elements.
outer ring of 9 elements.
The radius R1 of the inner ring and the radius R2 of the outer
ring are variable parameters. Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.8 show the radial
d~c~~:r:"i~cll~i()n of the BiO oapture rat~.~ ~Q~d~and tue fission density __
~ EfrJ;dE for a certain location of the two rings. we compare the
figures with those of the one-ring problem we see the very important
effect of the additional ring on the radial distributions.
To show the validity of Eq. (16) in one oase we calculated 6k12
from Eq. (16) for various positions of the inner ring with a constant
radius of the second ring (R2 = 97 cm). In Table 2.3 this value
6k12 is compared with the exact results of the computer calcula-
tions L1 k t. It is seen that the perturbation formalism over-
exac .
estimates the reactivity worth by about 5 %. Since we know that the
total effectiveness of 18 rods is about~ k :::::. 0.075, it is very
probable tha t the difference between 6 k12 and 6 k t (which isexac
about 0.004) will be small compared to the uncertainty which arises
from the application of the homogeneous diffusion theory to the
determination af the contral rod worth. For the simpler equation
(17) we obtain a difference from - 2 %to 10 %. Fig. 2.9 and Table
2.4 gives the total reactivity worth~k t of two rings of con-
exac
trol elements as a function of the radius af the inner absorber ring.
The parameter is the thickness of the absorber ring. It is seen that
the position of the inner ring for a maximum L\k is independent of
the ring thickness.
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Tab1e 2.3
Ratio of the reactivity worth from direct calculations and
perturbation theory as function of the radius of the inner
absorber ring.
21,5 cm
A 0.983 0·990 1.070
B 1.043 1.058 1.042
A) LJ. k 12
>i~2A1(R1 ) (J~2B(R1) ~k1>i~Al (R1 ) * (R1 )(J1B
F 1
B) t::. k 12 '" -F12
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Table 2.4 One-Dimensional Two-Ring Problem
R1( N1=6 )=variable, R2( tN2=12 )= inte~face zone I-zone 11
... ,.,.,"'.
-I10 !JfE~ ~dEdV - IdV ;;, Lf~dE "" AP I+II PI +II) (fissions/ -Vb 2(capt/sec) VIII PI +1Ia s zone
em3/ s)
I
.
I I i1.79510- 1 6.31610-2 2.38210-5 1.380 I,I I1.84310- 1 7.09210-2 2.20210-5 1.287 !
1.49310- 1 5.57210- 2 4.39610-5 2.527
1 .29110-1 4.41910- 2 4.92310-5 2.800
\ :
i i I
1.67210- 1 6.64410-2 2.24110-5 1.302
1.69510- 1 7.34010- 2 2.09610-5 1.228
1.42110-1 5.98210-2 4. 00310-5 2.310
1.261 10-1 4.98410-2 4.51910-5 2.582
I I
. .
5033 210- 2
8.40510- 2
1.06110-1
9.93710- 2
6.10110-2
'9.66510-2
1.22610-1
1.11610-1
1.0164
1.0162
1 .0166
1.0169
1.0162
1.0159
1.0162
1.0166
R1
(ern)
21.5
43·0
64.5
15.25
D I
(em)1
!
-...
j
11
1
,
i
I
i,
I
-
I
5 21.5
43.0
64.5
. 75·25
L I
Normalization: fv i Lf~dE == 1 ( fissions/sec)
VI+II+III
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2.3.3 Synthesis Method
As we have seen in Table 2.3, the equations of Chapter 2.3.1 are
applicable to estimate the effectiveness of the insertion of two
rings of control elements into the reactor. This will be especially
important if one wishes to determine the ring radii for which the
absorber rings have the maximum reactivity worth. To estimate the
positions for maximum effectiveness we would have to perform many
computer calculations in which the ring radii have to be . varied.
This will take too much computing time. With the aid of the solutions
of Chapter 2.3.1, however, it is possible to calculate the optimum
ring radii for the two-ring problem with the results of the one-ring
problem, so we can reduce the expensive computer calculations.
With reference to the capture rate distribution o*(r)e'=JB1~E,r)~(E,r)dE
o "UE c
of the unperturbed reactor we approximate the capture rate distribu-
tion for the two-ring problem o~2(r) by:
o;(r)
• ~d:(ro)"~
v
where
a3€(r) =0
a~(r) =
o~(r) e
a~2(r) =
capture rate~crc~dE at position r in the unperturbed
reactor.
capture rate~oc~dE at position r in the reactor
with a single absorber ring at radius R1 •
capture ratevroc0dE at position r in the reactor with
a single absorber ring at radius R2•
capture rate~c~dE at position r in the reactor with
one ring at R1 and a second ring at R2 •
To show the quality of this approximation we ~ave plotted for one
0-- ( )
special case in Fig. 2.10 the direct result a~2(~) from the exact
two-ring problem R1(N1=6)=43.0,R2(N2=12)=97.0 and the approximation
o~(r), o~(r)
•
a*(r) a*(r)
o 0
from the two single ring problems R(N=6)=43.0 cm and R(N=12)=97.0 cm.
(see also Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4).
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In the same way as for the capture rate distribution we approximate
the fission neutron weight ~2(r) == ~E~KdE
by
~~(r)
= e·
~*(r)
o
y5~(r)
y5*(r)
o
See also Fig. 2.11 in which we see that the approximation corresponds
to the exact distribution within 2 %.
With (1) and (2) we write Eq. (16) of Chapter 2.3.1
y5~AI(R1)
y5: (R1 )
a~B (R1 )0: (R1 )
a~B(R2)
a: (R2 )
With this equation we can estimate the absorber effectiveness of two
rings of control rods using the results of the caleulations for two
single rings.
With Equation (3) we have ealculated~DI{12 as a fUrlction o:{"the
ring radius R1 for various positions of the outer absorber ring.
Fig. 2.12 shows ~k12(R1) for the eondition with 6 absorber elements
in the inner ring (N1=6) and 12 absorber elements in the outer
ring (N2=12).
Ta determine the optimum ring radii, for which llk12 has a
maximum, we plotted in Fig. 2.13 6. ki2 ' the maximum valuemax.
Of~k12(R1)' (that means at the optimum value of R1 ) as a func-
tion of the ring radius R2• The ring radius R2 for which 6, k12 max.
has an extremum gives us the optimum position of the euter absorber
ring.
From Fig. 2.13 we can eonelude that the optimum position of the
outer absorber ring is elose to the boundary of the first and
seeond fission region. The optimum inner ring radius consequently
will be about 57 em. (L:) k12 t gives an optimum of R1 t ~ 50 em) 9exac op •
See also Fig. 2.14 in which R1 is given as a funetion ef R2 •max.
R1 max. is defined as the ring radius R1 for whieh Ll ki2 (Ri ) has
the maximum value fj. k12 max.
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It will be noted here that near the optimum inner ring radius the
reactivity worth ~k varies slowly with R1 -
Therefare, a small deviation of the inner ring radius fram the opti-
mum radius is allowed.
As we saw in Chapter 1.2 the distance of two adjacent absorber ele-
ments should be larger than 30 cm.
For a ring of absorber elements of radius 50 cm the distance in the
azimuthaI direction between two adjacent absorber elements will be
about 52 cm for 6 absorber elements in the ring and about 35 cm for
9 absorber elements in the ring. Therefore, the results of this
chapter match the requirement of engineering design.
This is true also for the outer ring at a radius of about 95 cm and
for the radial distance between both rings.
3. Two-DimensionalCalculations
3.1 Comparison of One and Two-Dimensional Calculations /
In the preceding chapter we studied the one-dimensional problem.
Now we will show the effect of the homogeneous ring on the worth of
the control rods as a function of ring thickness and compare this
with two-dimensional (r - e) calculations.
In Fig. 2.9 the reactivi ty worth LJ. k was given for the ring thick-
ness 5 and 11 cm, as a function of the inner ring radius. We con-
cluded, that the ring thickness has no influence on the determina-
tion of the optimum ring radius. Only the absolute value of the
reactivity worth will decrease for a smaller ring thickness, keeping
the total amount of absorber material constant.
Table 3.1 shows this effect in the one-dimensional geometry, (this
is for fixed radii). 10
We see thatL}k and the integral absorption rateJrr.~ ~dEdVof B10
in the absorber rings depend nearly linearlyon the ring thickness
in the range studied. This fact can be explained as folIows:
The volume of an absorber ring depends nearly linearlyon the ring
thickness, i.e. the macroscopic cross section L of B10 in the ring
c
will be inversely proportional to the ring thickness. The shadowing
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(or flux depression) in a ring of smaller ring thickness is stron-
ger than for a larger ring thickness
(roughly proportional to L of BiO).
c
The criticality change will be approximately inversely proportional
to the flux depression, which explains the behaviour just mentioned.
In the same way of arguing one may state that the integral BiO cap-
ture rate~~Ec~dEdV decreases and, consequently, the reactivity worth
~k will be lower for smaller ring thickness.
In some (r - e) calculations (6 is the azimuthaI angle with respect
to the axis of the core) we studied the effect of the rod perimeter
as a measure of the rod surface on the control rod worth.
Table 3.1 One-DimensionaJ,. Problem R1(N1=6)=43.0 R2(N2=12) at inti~rface of zone I-zone II
10JfE~ 9fdEdV captures ffE f 9fdEdV ~~
D k(A1203) k(B 4C) Lik
se,c sec
(em) !
abs 1 a:b!!s 2 abs 1+2 zone r zone Ir zone rrr
11 1.0162 0·9327 0.0835 9.66510-2 1.84310- 1 2.81010-1 0.4826 0.4465 0.0709
5 1.0159 0.9394 0.0765 8.40510- 2 1.69510- 1 2.53610- 1 0.4575 0.4691 0.07:54
,
2 1.0167 0·9437 0.0730 7. 82810-2 1• 61'~1 0-1- 2.39610-1 0.4450 0.4810 0.0740
(r-e) 1.0170 0.9548 0.0622 7.17 210- 2 1.35310- 1 2.070 ·-1 0·4794 0·4542 0.0664, 10
---
N
-:J
fissions
se,e
Normalization:
JdVfE f 9fdE = 1
V E
I+II+III
7
8
6
7
I
I
A 1\
"
A
"D Pr Pu Pr PIl PI+I
(em) fissions/e~ s fissions/e~ s .~ Pu 15I +II
11 2.202010-5 1.857110-5 1.200 1.164 1.28
5 2.096410-5 1.980010-5 1.206 1.183 1.22
2 2.039610-5 2.030410-5 1.200 1.182 1.19
(r-e) 2.232010-5 2.127010-5 1.225 1.312 1.29'
,
V(zone I) = 2.63022 104 em3
V(zone 11) = 2.80230 104 em3
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For a constant distance of the rods from the center of the core and
aconstant cross section of the absorber rod of 95 cm2 per absorber
element the rod perimeter is varied in the (r - e) geometry as shown
r
--
2
.-.-
-
-----_._~._._._.
- - -
. -- - ------
--,.. --
in the next picture:
1 ) perimeter 40 cm
2) perimeter 56 cm
3) perimeter 100 cm
The configuration is chosen in such away
that for the largest perimeter (100 cm)
the control rods on one ring will be
connected with each other and so a
homogeneous ring of absorber material
Cis" rormeCrcwfiho a rf1'l.gilifcknesso6f2cm.
More-over, the results of the latter configuration can be compared
with the results of the one-dimensional calculations.
Table 3.2 shows the reactivity worth as a function of the control
rod perimeter. We see that the effect of the rod perimeter is con-
siderable, but not as pronounced as in thermal reactors.
The next point to be considered is the problem of determining the
most suitable ring thickness of a homogeneous ring for which the
radial fission distribution from a one-dimensional calculation
shows the best agreement with the radial fission distribution b(r), ..
of the (r - e) calculations in which all control rads are separated.
To study this we plotted the one-dimensional radial fission distri-
bution p=~Ef~dE for three different ring thicknesses (see Fig. 3.1).
The fission distribution for the two-dimensional (r - e) geometry
with inserted rods is given in Fig. 3.2.
It is seen that a homogeneous ring with a thickness of 11 cm gives
the best agreement with (r - e) calculations, a fact which ensures
that the calculations of Chapter 2 are legitimate.
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For this reason we decided to perform our two-dimensional (r-z)
ealculations with rings af 11 cm thiekness.
Table 3.2
Reaetivity worth of 18 contral rods as function of the control rod
perimeter in (r - e) geometry.
perimeter 6k R1 (6) 45,3
R2 (12 ) e boundary40 cm 0.0622 I 11zone -
56 cm 0.0684
77 em 0.0753
96 cm 0.0748
3.2 Control Rod Worth for Partially Inserted Rods
For a partially inserted rod along the vertical z=axis we obtain
~by·· :Ürst order perturbation theory
zJ <~0>dz
6 k (z) e Dk (H) ~~:-----
10<;i';1i>dz
in whiehL1k(z) is the reactivity worth of the partially inserted
rod to a depth of z em and~k(H) is the reactivity worth vf the
fully inserted rad (ta a depth of H em.).
In some one-dimensional axial ealculations we determined
6kfzjH in two different ways.
In the axial direction the reactor is divided into an upper and
a lower blanket and 5 core zones with different steamdensities
as given in the following sketch:
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Iupper I " löwer Iblwlket blanket
0.09941 0.0921 I 0.07991 0.0681 I 0.0591 Io.0534 I 0.05031fot.am(g/em3)
o 3'5 65 95 125 I 155 185 220 z ---
, I (cm fröm top
)! ') I of the reac-
RODS fully RODS fully I tor) -
withdrawn inserted 135
The sketch shows the geometry for the axial calculations. För the
value of y in the core we chose y=8.72 and for the radial buokling
B2 2 68 10-4 cm-2 •rad = •
For the volume fraction of the absorber material we took 1.6 v/o •
The maximum active absorber length H is 100 om for reasons of reao-
tor constructiöJ:l& The rod will be inserted from thetop of the
reactor.
With the axial flux distribution of the configuration with fully
withdrawn absorber material, we calculated
~, z
~ <~~> dz
HJ<f;0 >dz
o
as a function of the inserted absorber depth z.
In these oalculations we approximate <~;0) by the pröduct of
the fission sourceJ;V~f~dE and the neutron fission weight
fE~1 dEo The results are shown in ourve 1 cf Fig. 3.3·
In the next step we calculated .6 k as a function of the inserted
depth by aseries of one-dimensional axial calculations for the
radially homogenized core. The result of this calculation i6 curve
2 of Fig. 3.3.
3.3 Qptimum Control of the Critical Reactor
3.3.1 Introduction to the Problem
In an operating power reactor we have to insert the absorber rods
in such a way that the criticality of the reactor i8 maintained.
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Usually the reactor becomes critical with a few partially inserted
absorber rods.
Because the flux distribution in the critical reactor differs greatly
from those distributions of the one-dimensional systems with fully
inserted control rings, it is evident that the one-dimensional cal-
culations are not the right tool for determining the optimum control
rod programming.
The purpose of the calculations we are going to report on now is
this:
For a reactor with a fresh fuel loading the excess reactivity must
be controlled by inserting same absorber rods in such a way that
the reactor becomes just critical and has the most favourable power
distribution, i.e. the minimum power factor.
3.3.2 Quantities Kept Constant in the Calculations
In our two-dimensional calculations we locate the 18 control elements
on two rings. The inner ring, which is in the inner fission zone,
cOJ1ta.ins 6 co.nt~ol~ .(:ü~lIlen.tJL•...The .. radius of t.hisring :i.J.L f:i.:l1;.e9..fl.t
R1 = 53.5 cm, which is between the optimum ring radii determined
by the exact calculations and by the synthesis methode (Se~ Chap-
ter 2.3.3). The outer ring contains 12 control elements and is 10-
cated in the outer fission zone on the boundary of the two fission
regions.
In (r-z) ca1culations the absorber material is smeared in homogeneous
rings of 11 cm thickness. Fig. 1.1 gives the dimensions of the cy-
lindrical reactor.
In (r-e) calculations we chose the control rods with a cross sec-
tion of 95 cm2 and a perimeter of 40 cm.
The values of Yr and Y1I of the two fission zones are chosen in
such a way that the reactor in (r-e) geometry, for a burn-up of
18,000 WNTI/tonne (corresponding to the beginning of the reactor
cycle) and for fully withdrawn absorber rods gives an excess reac-
tivity of about 1,5 %and that the maximum fission density in the
outer fission region (~II) is about 10 %above the maximum fission
density of the inner fission region (~I).
It was found ~1-1 that with increasing burn-up from 18,000 to
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37,000 MWD/tonne, which c-orresponds to a reactor cycle of 175 days,
the ratio PIlIPI will decrease by about 10 %. Also; if we start up
the reactor with 10 %more maximum power density in the outer fission-
region, the maximum power density in fission--zone I and n will be
about the same at the end of the reactor cycle.
We calculated that for YI= 9,74 and Yn= 7,38 the above requirements
are fulfilled.
For all two-dimensional calculations, we decided to condense the
26 energy groups into a 5-group set. For the condensation spectra
we take for each new calculation the 26-group spectra of the corre-
sponding zone obtained from the one-dimensionalproblem.
The condensation into the 5 groups for all two-dimensional calcula-
tions is as follows:
5-group set
26-group set
group nr.1
grou}? nr.1
r
1 2 I
'1 l:: 6-11 Ij-'; J
I
3 4 5
'.3.3 Results
In Table 3.3 the numerical results of the two-dimensional (r-z)
calculations are given.
Ni and N2 are the numbers of B4C rods which will be inserted in the
inner ring and the outer ring. The quantities z1 and z2 are the in-
serted depths of the absorber rods in the core to obtain a critical
reactor. The normalization of the values in Table 3.3 is such that
~ dV~~f~dE=1 fissions/sec over the total volume of the reactor.
Vtot . E
The quantity ~ t means the estimated maximum fission density at
ex r
the interface of the first and the second fission zone which may be
extrapolated from the fission distribution in the second fission zone.
It also represents the maximum fission density between the control
rods of the outer ring. (Analogous to the azimuthal fission distri-
bution between the control rods in the (r-O) calculations.).
The results of the (r-e) calculations are given in Table 3.4. In
the same way as in the one-dimensional calculations the volume inte-
gration of the fission density in the (r-e) geometry is over a core
height of 1 cm.
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With respect tothe fission distribution wecalcula.tedfor each
fission zone and for the total core the maximum fission density, the
average fission density and the power factor, whichwas definedas
the ratio of maximum-to-average fission density. To compare the re-
sults Table 3.3 contains also some numerical values of the reactor
with the absorber rods withdrawn. It can be seen that the reactor
with the rods withdrawn gives an excess reactivity cf about 1.4 ~
in the (r-z) geometry and an excess reactivity of 1.6 ~ in the
(r-e) geometry.
The ~alue k
eff(z1,z2=100 cm) in Table 3.3 means the reactivity of
the reactor if all rods of the corresponding configuration are fUlly
inserted (i.e. 100 cm active absorber length in the core).
If we compare the configuration in which 6 control rods are inser-
ted, we see that the configuration with the most favourable fission
,distribution (low value of the power factor of the total core
~I+II / PI+II) also has a high value of the control rod worth. It
i8 seen that the config~ration of 3 Tods inserted in the illller ring
and 3 rods inserted in the outer ring has most favourable value
of ~+II / P1+II • Next will be the configuration with only 6 rods
inserted in the outer ring.
To show the shifting of the spatial fission distributions arising
from the insertion of absorber rods into the core we drew the two-
dimensional fission distributions for the reactor with the control
rods withdrawn and for those twa possible control rod configurations
which have the best fission distribution for the critical reactor;
see Fig. 3.4 to Fig. 3.8.
It is easy to see that the maximum fission density changes to the
lower part of the core.
The azimuthai fission distribution between the control rods
(especially in the second ring) is expressed in Fig. 3.9 to Fig. 3.11.
It i8 seen that the fission density close to the A1203 foliower rods
increases, which is not the case with ]4C absorber rods. This is due
to the following effect:
A1203 is a weak neutron absorber but a good scatterer, so it is ex-
pected and ~erified that around the A1203 rods the spectrum will be
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softer than elsewhere in the core. (A1203 acts as a moderator.).
Because the fission rate increases for lower neutron energy, the
fission density near the A1 203 will be higher therefore.
Finally, we plotted in Fig. 3.3 the results 6. k(z) / L:J. k (H)
of the two-dimensional (r-z) calculations. The agreement with
the curve from first-order perturbation theory is very good.
Table 3.3 (r-z) Geometry. Critieal reacto r wi th partiallyünserted eontrol rods
q
p '" ßf~dE) fdV !r.f~dE A A A
Ni N2 k(z,z=100)
max ii PI PII PI +lI B.R.z1 z2 PI PlI PI +II(em) (em) eff iizone I zone 11 zone zone I zone 11 zone III
A Ap(r=102.5) Pextr 'i
;: --
3 74 3 74 0.9908 1.85710-7
i! 0.06291.84210-7 2.02510-·~i 0.4720 0.4404 1.719 1.932 1.808 1.1530
0 6 73 0·9907 2.05810-7 1.79310-7 1. 99 21O-'~, 0.5030 0·4128 0.0591 1.612 2.030 1.830 1.1525
6 51 6 51 0·9672 1.85610-7 1.95210- 7 2.10410-·~i 0.4640 0·4488 0.0639 1.574 1.971 1.877 1.1510
"6 78 0 0.9939 1.67410-7 1.94810-7 2.15010-~~i 0.4217 0.4849 0.0687 1.569 1.823 1.936 1.1550
0 9 65 0·9841 2.07810-7 1.84910-7 2.03810-~~i 0.5046 0.4118 0.0590 1.626 2.085 1.850 1.1525
"
--
all rods out k",1.014° 1.73010-7 1.79110-7 1•9601 ·7 0.4742 0.4417: 0.0604 1.435 1.868 1.743 1.142
Normalizations fdV Jr.f~dE '" 1
Vtot E
(fissions/sec)
\.N
V1
Table 3.4 (r-e) Geometry. With fully inserted control rods
A A A
PI Prr PI + II
PI "Ir PI +lIIII
)9 1.060 1.391 1.308
i8 1.211 1.523 1.377
f5 1.303 1.753 1.529
'0 1.277 1.322 1.413
1
~e
Q5!
i!
~5.1i
I,
b6"'
!I
I,:
65
,L,
Ni N2 kp.ff p", !r.idE)max flv Jr.f~dE
zone I zone 11 zone I zone 11 zo,
0 0 1.0159 1.95910-5 2.27010-5 0.4861 0·4570 o.
0 6 0.9969 2.39410-5 2.3 2010-5 0.5174 0.4268 o.
0 9 0.9888 2.66210-5 2.55810-5 0.5373 0.4082 o.
6 0 0.9972 2.03010-5 2.43010-5 0·4181 0.5149 o.
Normalization: J2 "irrdr f Ef~dE = 1 (fissions/sl~c).
V '
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To underline the importance of the fission distribution we calcu-
lated, for example, the savings in pvwer generation costs for the
two most favourable control rod configurations with respect to the
arbitrarily chosen configuration uf 6 rods inserted in the inner
ring to a depth of 78 cm.
The savings for the configuration of N1=3,N2=3 to a depth of 74 cm
is about DM 11.106 a year.
For the configuration with only 6 rods inserted in the outer ring
the savings will be about DM 9.106 a year.
Finally, it is seen from Table 3.3 that the breeding ratio B.R.
varies not so strongly as a function of the method of reactor con-
trol. The B.R. is defined here as the ratio of the integral capture
rate in the fertile material to the capture and fission rate in
the fissile material. (The integration is over the total volume of
the reactor).
2.3.4 Discussion
~Woe~~~rravecocto~ohe~"'eareoi'u~l"o~to~,c'Qmpao~eo:t.heoSoec..r~e.su.l,t.s,oof 0 j;1te .,j;WQ:-.dimen-
sional calculations for the critical reactor with the results of
the one-dimensional calculations because the two-dimensional calcu-
lations have two different starting points compared to the one-dimen-
sional calculations. T4ese differences will be explained below:
To simulate the power distribution corresponding to the condition
of lowest burn-up, which occurs after reloading of fuel elements,
the fuel enrichments in the core were chosen in such a way for the
two-dimensional calculations as to make the maximum power density
in zone 11 10 %higher than the maximum power density in zone I.
The result is that the ratio of the fuel enrichment in zone 11 to
that in zone I is higher than the ratio used in the one-dimensional
calculations. So, the power factor for the unperturbed reactor is
higher for the two-dimensional geometry. The next point is connected
with the fact that in the two-dimensional calculations of this
chapter we always used the configuration of 6 control elements on
a inner ring and 12 control elements at the interface of zone 1-
zone 11. In the one-dimensional calculations, however, only for a
few cases a ring of 12 control elements was present at the inter-
face of zone I-zone 11. Exchanging fuel rods by either control or
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foliower rods at this position greatly influences the power
distribution. Because the maximum power density occurs at the
interface zone I-zone 11 in most cases the power factor is in-
fluenced also. So, care must be taken in the comparison of the
two-dimensional results cf this chapter with the one-dimensional
results of the preceding chapter.
The (r-z) and (r-e) calculations are very useful to show the
tendencies of the reactivity worth and fission distribution.
To determine more realistic absolute values of the shutdown
reactivity and control rod worth, proper three-dimensional oal-
culations will be preferable.
- 38 -
4. Conclusion
As we have seen before, this investigation had two purposes.
The eonelusion of Chapter 2 is that the optimum loeation
for maximum shutdown reaetivity of a single or two rings
of absorber elements can be determined very weIl by one-dimen-
sional ealeulations.
For the eases studied it was further seen that the eonfigura-
tion with ~aximum eontrol rod worth for the absorber rings also
has a favourable fission distribution.
The two-dimensional (r-e) caleulations showed that we have to
perform the ealculations in a better geometrie arrangement to
determine more aecurately the absolute values of the control
rod worths.
The examples of Chapter 3 showed that it is desirable to
determine that special loeation and insertion depth of the
shim rods for which it is possible to maintain the reactor
critical with the most favourable fission distribution.
The r-z calculations sh~;'TT~bie 3.3}.t;hCatCth~i~~~rCt:ion
of three rods in the inner ring and three rods in the outer
ring results in the best fission distribution, but the
differenee to the case of six rads inserted in the euter ring i8
not so pronounced.
- 39 -
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